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This magazine is produced by St. 
Nicholas Parish Church. We 

welcome items from individuals and 
village organisations. All items 
should come with a note of the 
contributor’s name. The editor 

reserves the right both to edit and 
not to publish anything she 

receives. Items on church matters 
do not represent the official position 

of the Church of England. 

 

Email copy for the next edition by 
Thursday 14h May to 

 Rebecca Smith at 
rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or 
post hard copy at 69, The Street, 

Ash. 

Products and services advertised 
have not been tested and are not 
endorsed by the Parish Church. 

Send advertising enquiries to 
rebecccasmith.ash@gmail.com  

Front cover illustration:  
Turtle Doves 
By Pat Coles. See Reflections, 
page 34.  

Magazine Subscription  
 
Never miss an edition of your 
favourite parish magazine! 
To arrange to a subscription 
including magazine delivery to 
your door (within the parish) 
phone Rebecca on 07443 
605873. 
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A Message From Your Editors 
 
Regular readers may know that this page is usually our What’s On round 
up of village events, quizzes, fairs, meetings and more. 
Well, in this time of lockdown, self-isolation and social distancing there 
are not the usual opportunities to meet, but life – to a certain extent – 
goes on, and here we are with an online-only version of the parish 
magazine. 
Putting together this edition of the magazine it is clear, that although we 
cannot be together we are still very much a strong community. 
Whether it has been sewing scrubs, clapping for the NHS or picking up 
shopping for a neighbour there are so many actions, small and big, which 
can give us hope that we will come through this pandemic together. 
In these pages we have just some of the stories of local people living in 
these extraordinary times. 
We would also like to record 
this time in future editions. If 
you would like to contribute 
something – your 
experience of the lockdown 
whether as an over-70, 
someone with children, a 
key worker, or just as a 
village resident - we would 
love to hear from you. 
Contact details are on the 
page opposite. 
We will do our very best return to publishing and distributing the paper 
copy of the parish magazine while it is safe to do so.  
Thank you to everyone who makes that possible on a regular basis and 
for all your efforts in getting the April edition through doors.  
While it is not possible to print and deliver the magazine it will be available 
online at www.s8nicholas.org.uk  
Please share the link with family, friends, neighbours who may be 
interested. 
While many of our advertisers may not be able to provide their services 
currently, please do remember them for when our lives return to normal, 
whenever that may be. 
Stay safe and keep well, 

Pat and Rebecca 

Your Magazine Editors 

 

http://www.s8nicholas.org.uk/
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Useful Contacts 
 

Service  Organisation/Name   Contact 

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)   0800 111 999 
999   UK Power Networks (24hrs)  105 
   Water Leak Line (24hrs)   0800 820 999 
Community PCSO Richard.Bradley   101 or email 

Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk  
Non-urgent and other enquiries 101 

   Community Warden Team  07811 271 299 
   Neighbourhood Watch   Martin Porter - email 
   porter118@btinternet.com  

Crime Stoppers    0800 555111 
   Community Safety Dover   01304 872220 
   Consumer Direct    01845 4040506 
   Childline      0800 1111 

Kent County Council   08458 247247 
   Dover District Council   01304 821199 
   Craig Mackinlay  MP   01843 589266 
   Ash Parish Council Clerk   01304 832909 
   Citizens Advice (Dover area)  0844 8487978 
   Ash Village Hall Enquiries  01304 369314 

Environmental Health   01304 872215 
   Trading Standards    0845 4040506 

Ash Library     01304 812440 

Healthcare NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)  111 or www.nhs.uk  
   Out of Hours Doctor Service  0844 8001234 
   Ash Surgery     01304 812227 
   Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury 01227 766877 
       QEQM Margate  01843 225544 
       William Harvey  01233 633331 
   Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)   01304 812242 

Education  KCC Area Office    03000 414141 
   Cartwright and Kelsey School  01304 812539 
   St Faith’s School    01304 813409 
   Sandwich Technology School  01304 610000 
   Sir Roger Manwood School  01304 613286 

Transport  National Rail TrainTracker™  0871 2004950 
   Stagecoach East Kent Ltd  0845 6002299 

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~ 

 

mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:porter118@btinternet.com
http://www.nhs.uk/
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Church Notices 
 
Worship Online - Live Sunday Services for The Canonry Benefice 
 
Rev’d David warmly invites you to join him and take part in live online 
church services – with readings, prayers and music – on Sundays at 
10.30am. The service will be live-streamed on You Tube and Facebook: 
You Tube: www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_Fa9c825HeX6fK4DzB5yA 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice/ 
Please LIKE our Facebook page to get news and updates from The 
Canonry Benefice! 
 
VE Day 
 
The virtual service on May 10th will be themed around commemorating 
the 75th anniversary of VE Day. 
 
Links for news and updates 
 
The usual weekly news sheet that was available at church services can 
be found online at www.canonrybenefice.org.uk and 
www.st8nicholas.org.uk       
Rev’d David’s previously pre-recorded video messages can be found on 
You Tube here 
www.youtube.com/channel/UC0EK2MZxk8asQLdKefnWX8w 
 
Supporting the vulnerable 
 
Rev’d David has asked for assistance in identifying vulnerable people that 
may need help at this time. He is working with Ash Parish Council to 
share information and is a point of contact for anyone who needs, or who 
knows of someone who needs, help. Please call him on 01304 812296. 
 
Deal Foodbank 
 
Can you help the Deal Foodbank? As physical donations are no longer 
possible at St Nicholas’, the organisers are asking for money donations 
instead so they can buy in bulk and deliver food parcels directly.  
Cheques, made payable to ‘Deal Area Emergency Foodbank’ can be sent 
to Deal Foodbank, Unit C4 Enterprise Trading Estate, Western Road, 
Deal. CT14 6PJ. For online donations the details are – Deal Area 
Foodbank, sort code 40-22-15 Acc. No. 31694995.  

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_Fa9c825HeX6fK4DzB5yA
http://www.facebook.com/thecanonrybenefice/
http://www.canonrybenefice.org.uk/
http://www.st8nicholas.org.uk/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0EK2MZxk8asQLdKefnWX8w
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To set up a standing order please go to www.dealarea.foodbank.org.uk. 
Thank you so much  and please be assured all donations will directly 
benefit our local foodbank. 
 
The Churchyard Bash 
  
Firstly, thank you so much for all you do in maintaining our parish 
churchyard, making it a haven for peace and contemplation. 
We must however, respectfully ask for you to take a break during this 
period of lockdown. We have received directions from the Church of 
England which states: ‘Tending of the churchyard cannot be considered 
an essential journey… We do not recommend it during lockdown, unless 
it is for security reasons such as pruning a tree which is considered 
unsafe.’ 
Thank you for complying with these instructions and we will be in touch 
again once again when we are advised to the contrary. 
Best wishes and stay safe!  

Jennifer Taylor and Bill Vennart, Churchwardens of St Nicholas’ 

Church Ash. 

Church Flowers 
 
Due to lockdown of the church, the flower arranging team were not able 
to fill the church with the usual Easter Lily inspired flower arrangements.  
However, we were able to gather up enough tulips and spring foliage for a 
floral arrangement at the base of the large wooden cross which was 
placed in the porch entry of the church and could be viewed through the 
porch door window. This barren cross a symbol of death and darkness 
was in a small way and for a short time transformed into something alive 
and beautiful in celebration of Jesus’s resurrection. 
We have 5 black cast iron pedestals which are normally in constant use 
for flower arranging but are stored away during lockdown. There is a 
window of opportunity to have these pedestals repainted and we are 
looking for volunteers to help with this project.  
Please contact Louise Cousins 01304 813736 for more information. 

 
Parish Register 

Funerals    
 
17th February   St Nicholas, Ash       Richard Lines 
19th March St Nicholas, Ash   Julie Southgate  
17th April  Barham Crematorium Lesley Richards  

http://www.dealarea.foodbank.org.uk/
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The Parish Letter 

 
In fiction, a false protagonist is a literary technique, often used to make 
the plot more jarring, or more memorable, by fooling the reader's 
preconceptions of her, or him.  
For example, Shakespeare’s Macbeth starts off the play as a classic hero, 
yet turns out to be the villain. Likewise, we easily make similar 
assumptions with the parables of Jesus when we latch on to one 
character in the story, at the expense of others whom we might more 
easily identify with. 
It’s possible we fall into this trap with the loved parable of the prodigal 
son. The prodigal is impetuous and undisciplined. A share of his rich 
father’s property waits for him, but this promise gives him no pleasure. In 
a very modern way, he wants it all… and he wants it… now.  
His character flaws are prominent and unappealing: amorality, 
selfishness, the using of others for his immediate gratification. But he has 
redeemable qualities too. When the money runs out, he does not curse 
his luck, or steal from others. Instead he is willing to do menial work in a 
foreign country - and with pigs, which as a Jewish person would humiliate 
him and make him unclean. There is a steeliness in him, too. He 
remained hungry in a famine stricken land. No-one would feed him. He 
was a lowly immigrant worker in a country that didn’t have enough to feed 
its own people, never mind chancers like him. But still he kept working. 
Many people identify with the prodigal son in their journey of faith. A 
lingering sense that they have squandered the best years of their lives by 
being selfish with others and manipulating them in order to get what they 
want.  
But there is another child in this parable and it is striking how many 
people - perhaps more people – identify with him instead.  
He is the older son, filling the archetype perfectly. He is dutiful, hard-
working, loyal to his father. If there are dreams of pleasure, he denies 
himself.  
On the face of it, he is a model child – the polar opposite of the dissolute 
younger brother who breaks his father’s heart.  
But a closer look reveals something else. Any self-respecting Californian 
psychoanalyst would diagnose him within minutes as a passive-
aggressive.  
He appears self-effacing, but underneath, he is a cauldron of grievance. 
He feels taken for granted and boring compared to the wild child.  
No-one notices him and his work has become joyless. He does the right 
things, but it brings him no pleasure. There may be a powerful yearning to 
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go on a sustained bender like his brother, but he curses himself for not 
having the courage to risk it all. 
And then the parable says the prodigal son came to himself. It is a 
powerful phrase, and one many can identify with, in coming to faith in 
Christ. The years of drift nag away internally. Is this all there is? What is 
life all about? Why am I here? Is there another life I could have? Faith in 
Christ does not provide all the answers to the strange and unsettling 
questions life can confront us with, but it provides a sense of direction. 
More important still, a sense that God himself walks with us on the 
journey. He has given his life to join us on the way; to bring us to a 
destination we could not reach.  
And so the prodigal son returns to his father who, we learn, has been 
yearning patiently for the moment when his son would appear on the 
horizon.  
There are people, perhaps some people reading this, whose primary 
connection in this story is not with the children, but the parent. Those who 
have lost a child to self-destructive ways of life experience a gnawing, 
enduring grief every bit as painful as the hunger the prodigal son 
endured. The love with which they nurtured their child from infancy still 
pulses within, but there are no hugs or kisses to be had, the casual 
intimacy of family life. It is a terrible loss and one often hidden to others. If 
their child is saved from this way of life, the feelings are euphoric. Like the 
response of the father in this story. The response of God himself when his 
children turn back to him.  
The celebrations in the parable are completely over the top. No gesture 
could possibly account for the joy felt, but the father tries.  
The emaciated, threadbare son is given a feast, the best clothes, a 
symbolic ring.  
This is how God feels when we return to him. This is what Jesus is trying 
to tell us. It is a revelation into God’s character – the strange vulnerability 
and anguish God experiences as we turn our back on him. The 
overwhelming joy he feels when someone chooses to be restored. 
There is no reproach from the father. All that was lost is forgotten. All that 
matters is the return of the son.  
The son is repentant, but the celebrations render him speechless. He is 
overcome with grace. The other son, by contrast, is far from tongue-tied. 
All the years of buttoned-up stoicism and self-denial are punctured and 
erupt. He hasn’t seen his brother in ages but has no desire to join in the 
celebrations. The passive-aggression gives way to overt hostility and long 
dormant accusations against the father: Listen! he says, for all these 
years I have been working like a slave…yet you have never given me 
even a young goat so that I might celebrate with my friends.  
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That’s the problem with relatives. We know them too well.  
There are many people we know a bit in life, but not enough of to 
challenge our love for them. Not so with families. We know them inside 
out. The perennial flaws, the petty grievances, the annoying habits. Years 
of resenting the sheer entitlement of his brother boil over. The prodigal’s 
multitude of sins too great for the weak love the older brother feels for 
him.  
This is why we struggle with God’s grace. It seems so unfair at times. We 
are hard on ourselves and we think this releases us to be hard on others 
too. But God is hard on neither. As people return to him, he forgives their 
way of life. Big sins. Small sins. They are all cancelled. We would be so 
much more punitive in God’s shoes, but thankfully we are not.  
Grace is bigger than anything in its path. 
Shortly before this parable, Jesus tells another story about the lost sheep. 
On losing one of his flock, the shepherd will not rest until he has found it. 
There are two sides to the coin of salvation. One side tells us we return to 
God, seeking him out and looking for forgiveness, like the prodigal son.  
The other says it is really God who seeks us out, searching the hillsides 
and valleys, high and low, until he locates us, wandering aimlessly, 
sometimes recklessly, on a road. 
We may feel like God in this story; the lost sheep; the prodigal son; the 
resentful brother. It maybe we have an entirely different story to tell. Or 
one we are waiting for to be written. It is said that God is the author of 
salvation.  
For many of us, perhaps, a new chapter is just beginning. 

Rev David Moulden 

 

 
 
 

Benefice Churchwardens, Reader and Retired Clergy 
 
Churchwardens:  
Elmstone: Mollie Metcalf: 01227 722206 & Alison Stone: 01304 812511. 
Goodnestone: Sue Kittle: 01304 841826 & Roddy Baker: 01304 812054 
Chillenden: David Hampson Ghani: 01304 842804. 
Ash: Jenny Taylor: 0778 069 4711 & Bill Vennart: 01304 812628. 
Nonington: Paul Willett: 01304 840402. 
 
Retired Clergy:  
Nigel Hale 01304 813161 & Rev'd Andrew and Barbara Way: 01304 812543. 
 
Reader:  
Anne Talbert: 01304 814249 
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Ash Cartwright and Kelsey School  
 
School closure 

 
Along with all other schools across the country Cartwright and Kelsey 
Primary school closed on 23 March. Of course, the school has still been 
active during this closure. Under the leadership of the Head Teacher, Mrs 
Crascall, as much as possible of the school’s function has been 
maintained. During term time the school has been looking after the 
children of key workers - staff have been at school on a rota basis. For 
the recent Easter holiday this provision was continued through the 
collaboration of schools in the Dover School Hub of which C&K is a part 
(the hub comprises 6 schools) .This is an informal arrangement that 
enables members to share resources, align standards etc. 
In addition to this the provision of free school meals to children eligible 
has continued either by the use of vouchers, take away hot meals or by a 
meal provided at school. The after-school club is continuing to allow 
children of key workers to be cared for at school until 5.45pm each week 
day.All the staff have been busy building remote learning provision via the 
school website. The key topics for the Summer Term 5 (just started) are 
now available and provide a rich learning experience for the children , 
with the help of parents. Mr Hayes is providing an exercise class each 
day for pupils to follow in their homes and gardens -- the parents are 
joining in of course and now are much fitter! 
We are very fortunate to have such a willing and capable team at the 
school; they are all doing much more than would normally be expected 
and for which we are all so grateful . At the same time we can do our bit 
by holding them very much in our thoughts and prayers conscious that 
their welfare is of paramount importance in these stressful times.   

Nick Hassall and Bill Vennart (Chair and Vice Chair of 

Governors)  

VE Day – The Nation’s Toast 
 
On Friday 8th May at 3pm, Britain commemorate the 75th anniversary of 
VE Day, the end of the Second World War in Europe. 
Due to Corona Virus restrictions, events and activities in Ash and beyond 
have been cancelled or postponed. To mark the anniversary Dover 
District Council is asking residents to join the Nation’s Toast and raise a 
glass at 3pm on the 8th and to send a photo of that moment to 
community@dover.gov.uk by Saturday 9th May. The photos will be 
compiled into a video and shared online. 

mailto:community@dover.gov.uk
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Ash Parish Council 
 
Ash Parish Council thanks all residents for their responsible use of the 
Ash Recreation Ground.   
Everyone is looking forward to the opening of the new children’s play 
area, as soon as the government instructions allow.  
The parish council is holding its meetings by e-conference and residents 
are invited to participate by contacting the clerk 
at clerk@ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk.    
The website is updated regularly with Covid-19 advice from national, 
county and district organisations at www.ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk.   
If you know of any residents who need help during this time, please do 
contact the clerk on 01304 832909 for information on local and district 
volunteer groups.  

Christine Haggart 

 Onlooker – page 14 

Ash Library 
 
All 99 county libraries remain closed. 
Anyone with a book out on loan has had that period extended until June 
with requests for further extensions to be emailed to 
libraries@kent.gov.uk or by calling 03000 41 31 31. Reservations, or 
reservations on order, will be kept until libraries re-open and then will be 
available for 10 days before going back into circulation. 
If you cannot collect the reservation during that time due to self-isolation, 

KCC will refund the reservation fee or reorder it 
at no additional charge. 
The county’s digital collections are still available 
including reference resources as well as free e-
books, e-audio books, e-magazines and daily e-
newspapers. Find them at 
www.kent.gov.uk/leisure-and-
community/libraries 
The Ask a Kent Librarian Service is on 03000 41 
64 38 email akl@kent.gov.uk or via chat online.  
For young   readers, the libraries are holding a 
weekly story time online every Friday at 10.30am 
until May 29.  
Find out more at the webpage above or on the 
Facebook page Kent Libraries, Registration & 
Archives 

mailto:clerk@ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk
http://www.ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk/
mailto:libraries@kent.gov.uk
tel:03000413131
tel:03000416438
tel:03000416438
mailto:akl@kent.gov.uk
https://www.kent.gov.uk/leisure-and-community/libraries
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Age Concern  
 
Responding to difficult times 
 
First of all, can we thank everyone for their kind wishes and many offers 
of help during these very challenging times. We hope everyone reading 
this is keeping safe and well. We would also like to take the opportunity to 
thank the many other  organisations in our community that are working 
closely with us at this difficult time. 
We would also like to thank the team of local volunteers who are helping 
us to deliver Meals on Wheels, telephone befriending and providing much 
needed shopping services and prescription collections. 
Three weeks ago, following government instruction, we were faced with 
the extremely difficult decision to 
suspend a number of our very popular 
services, but the health of older people, 
staff and volunteers always must come 
first. We are working very differently 
now as we focus on meeting the 
growing demand for our fresh meal 
delivery service. Last week alone we 
delivered in excess of 250 meals: We 
safely completed over 40 shopping 
runs in tricky circumstances (thank you 
to our local stores): responded to hundreds of calls and emails, and 
offered older people a regular ‘how are you’ telephone call to everyone 
we have been helping this year. 
Our team at Age Concern Sandwich, have been busy working behind the 
scenes in our kitchens, working from home, providing management and 
office support to keep vital services going, or delivering vital key worker 
services on the front-line. 
Responding flexibly to the challenging requirements this virus 
undoubtedly brings. 
The situation is very dynamic at the moment and we are reviewing our 
position on a daily basis. Do contact us to find out if we can help you or 
someone you know. We don’t know all the answers or have unlimited 
resources, but we will always do our best while we can. 
Contact 01304 614237 or email: jane.goring@ageconcernsandwich.com 
or tracey.ward@ageconcernsandwich.com 
 

 

https://www.ageconcernsandwich.com/index.htm
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Onlooker: A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting 

held on Monday 6th April 2020. 

On Monday 6th April the Parish Council held its first online Parish Council 
meeting.  
All credit to the Parish clerk, Christine, for hosting the meeting and 
providing all the necessary documentation online without a hitch. No 
mean feat. Even members of the public were able to join and have their 
say in the allotted slot. 
Cllr Sue Chandler spoke on behalf of Dover District Council and 
mentioned that all car parking charges in the Dover District are currently 
suspended (something positive!), the Open Golf has been postponed to 
2021 and most Dover District Services are still running.  
Sue also spoke on behalf of Kent County Council saying that work on the 
toll bridge at Sandwich has been postponed, work continues adjacent to 
the quay by Southern Water and the poo lorries are still collecting waste 
from this area. 
The public contribution section led to much discussion on the subject of 8 
The Street and the application for development there.  
Public and parish councillors all shared concerns about the inadequacy 
and the inappropriateness of possible entrances and exits into the site 
which has an application for 8, 3-4 bedroom houses on it.  
All agreed that the planning application lacked enough detail in many 
areas.  
It is a sad reflection of the society in which we live that the style of houses 
is not a material consideration.  
We have enough 3-4 bedroom houses going up, both in the village and 
the district, what we need are affordable homes for our young adults and 
places to downsize for our elderly residents.  
This social concern has no impact. I feel the world needs to change and 
quickly.  
On a positive note, well done to my colleagues on the brand new play 
area on the recreation ground. It looks fabulous and when we return to 
normal it will be enjoyed by many. 
The Parish poet will return when Covid19 has been and gone. 
 

Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304 
832 909 or email clerk@ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk or visit the Parish 
Council website www.ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk 

. 
 

tel:01304%20832%20909
tel:01304%20832%20909
mailto:clerk@ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk
http://www.ashpc.kentparishes.gov.uk/
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Ash Guides Centenary 

Guiding was originally started by Agnes Baden Powell, the sister of Lord 
Baden Powell who developed the Scouting movement. Girls stood up at a 
Scout Rally at Crystal Palace and said “We want something for us”. 
Guiding has been there for girls ever since. 
1st Ash Guides has now been running as a Guiding unit for 100 years, 
quite an achievement!  
We had planned to celebrate in a variety of ways, but as we all know, 
plans have changed at this time for all of us. 
Guiding is based in traditions that we are proud to be part of. Although, 
we have moved with the times and introduced modern, up to date 

activities for the 
girls, we still focus 
on our traditions 
as well. 
Camping is one of 
these traditions 
and is still one of 
the highlights of 
the guiding year. 
Girls can learn 
new skills, 
develop self- 
confidence, 
resilience and  
have fun 
outdoors. 
Cooking over an 
open fire is 
amazing and an 
experience you 
never forget.  
Camps have not 
fundamentally 
changed over the 
years as can be 
seen by the 
photographs from 
the 1990s and 
present day. 

Living within nature and the outdoors remains important and still a great 
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experience, especially in these busy, modern times and we continue our 
traditions of camping under canvas and open fire cooking, mixed in with 
more modern gas or Trangia cooking.Guides have the opportunities to 

learn bush-
craft skills, try 
out activities 
such as 
orienteering, 
hiking and 
their favourite 
games such 
as “man hunt 
in the dark”. 
Guiding also 
offers many 
national and 
international 
opportunities 

which support Guides to “look wider” as encouraged by Lord Baden 
Powell. Next year, 2021, 
 Ash Guides are hoping to attend the Kent International Jamboree at Kent 
County Showground. This is an epic meet up of Guide and Scout units 
from all over the world and offers loads of different activities and 
experiences which are exciting and inspiring for Guides and leaders. It is 
camping on a different scale! 
Our Ash Guide standard can be seen in the photograph from 1923 when 
it was made by Ash Guiding leaders for the troop. We still parade with this 
standard and are proud of its history every time it is raised.  
We would like to thank all of the leaders and assistant leaders who have 
supported Ash Guides over the years and enabled the unit to grow and 
thrive. 
We hope that Ash Guides will continue to offer opportunities and 
inspiration to girls in Ash for many years to come. 
From top, pictures show: the Guides and Brownies in 1923 with the new 
standard flag, a camp in the 1992 and a camp in 2016.  

Madeline Lambie 

 
Send us your news. We always want to hear from local 
clubs and societies. Contact details on page 3. 
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Ash With Westmarsh WI 
 
Teddies for Tragedies – a knitting pattern 
 
This craft work comes from Ash WI’s Craft Sub-Committee and was used 
for competition at their Spring Show 2019.  Afterwards 33 Teds complete 
with their sleeping bags, were dispatched to an amazing charity 
volunteer, Christine Doncaster, who collects up knitted 
toys/jackets/bootees/mittens/hats etc 
from around the UK and dispatches 
them (with the help of overseas 
charities) to war zones and 
developing countries where small 
children are suffering trauma and 
deprivation. Ours went to a midwifery 
charity in the mountainous region of 
Guatemala – see photo of baby with a 
Ted, and this year some WI members 
are knitting hand puppets for the older 
children – bears, clowns, and a few 
elephants grey and pink.  
Should you like to knit a Ted and 
donate it – I should be happy to make 
it a sleeping bag (if you are not able 
to do this) and then forward it together with our collection to Christine; 
wrap securely, address FAO Jean Ryan and leave for collection at the 
village hall when it opens again. 

Jean Ryan – President Ash-with-Westmarsh WI  

  

Tedding Knitting Pattern 

Oddments of double knitting wool and 3.25 mm/ size 10 knitting needles.  

Main colour for head and paws and different colours for trousers, jumper 

and scarf. 

 

 Cast on 10 stitches in main colour. Knit 10 rows. 

Change to trouser colour and knit 30 rows. 

Knit another identical leg. 

Knit across all 20 sts and knit for 16 rows. 

Continued over 
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Change to jumper colour and knit 24 rows. 

Change to main colour for head and work 6 inches in stocking stitch. 

Change to jumper colour and continue to knit the remainder of the teddy 

in reverse order. 

 

Stitch down the sides of the head. 

Using jumper colour pick up 8sts either side of neck join (Total 16 sts.) 

Knit 20 rows.  Change to main colour and knit 10 rows for paws.  Repeat 

other side of jumper for 2nd ‘arm.’ 

 

Sew up teddy leaving a little 

opening at the crotch. 

Stuff with washable polyester 

stuffing. Sew a thread around 

neck and pull in slightly for neck. 

Sew diagonal corners for ears.  

Sew a HAPPY FACE on teddy. 

 

Scarf:   Cast on 60 stitches and 

knit 4 rows.  Cast off. 

Sew scarf securely to teddy but 

leave so that can be tied and 

untied. 

 

If possible, please make a teddy 

bag as well.  A drawstring bag, 

finished size approximately 10” x 

13”, in any material. 

 
Friends of the Kent and Canterbury Hospital – Ash 
Branch 
 

Due to the virus we, as a group are not doing anything at present all 
meetings have been cancelled but would like to remind everybody how 
good a job all the NHS workers are doing including the carers nurses 
doctors consultants.  

Marion Martin 
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The Friends of Elmstone and Preston Churches 
 
EASTER LILIES: 
Following the temporary closure of churches, it was decided that we 
should have arrangements of lilies in the porches of Elmstone and St 
Mildred's Churches.  We would like to thank those who requested these in 
memory of loved ones and hope that you had the opportunity to see the 
flowers. 
 
ELMSTONE CHURCH:  
Happy Hours: We hope to be able to resume these events in due course. 
Village Fete and Open Church: Following the postponement of this 
event in May, with stalls on the meadow and teas in the church, we hope 
that it may be possible to re-schedule for later in the year. 
 
ST MILDRED'S 
We hope to be able to have a talk on the history of the church by Tim 
Offord, with tea and cake, in early Autumn.  
We will update you with event details as soon as we are able to. 
 

Dover District Council Energy Deal – Collective Energy 
Switch Scheme 
 
One of the likely consequences of spending more time at home during 
lockdown is higher energy bills. It’s time to make sure you’re getting a good 
deal on your energy prices. Why not register with Energy Deal to check if 
you can get a better deal.   
Dover District Council has worked in partnership with iChoosr since 2013 
and achieved a total saving of £262,326.66 for residents in our district by 
using the combined buying power to access highly competitive tariffs.   
Join the hundreds of other residents that have cut their energy bills through 
this scheme.  Register for the May 2020 auction.  It is free and you are 
under no obligation to switch.                                                                                  
Register online by going at  www.dover.gov.uk – Cut your energy bills, or 
www.energydealswitch.com or call 0800 048 8439 (May 2020 auction only) 
or 01304 872428 There are two further auctions in October and February 
if your tariff end date isn’t soon. 

Amanda Martin, Climate Change and Energy Conservation 

Officer, Dover District Council 

 

http://www.energydealswitch.com/
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Hills Court Footpath – Nature Trail  
 

Some of the 25 species of wildflower found in this area include:- 

White dead nettle  These flowers attract nectar-seeking bumblebees.  The 

leaves are similar to the stinging nettle but without 

the stinging hairs, hence the label ‘dead’. 

 

 

 

Hedge woundwort.  This wildflower has been used by man since the days 

of the ancient Greeks.  Its use was as a poultice to 

treat wounds and stem bleeding.   

  

 

 

 

Meadow Vetchling.  At one time farmers were 

encouraged to grow this slender, scrambling plant in 

their meadows.  The nodules of its roots draw 

nitrogen from the air and increase the richness of 

the soil.  The plant is rich in protein, particularly the 

seeds, therefore adding to the food value of pasture 

and hay.  Feeding on the plant in this photo is the Six Spot Burnett moth 

which is closely associated with flower rich meadows.  Another favoured 

food plant of this moth is common bird’s foot trefoil.   

Due to our need to isolate, planned wildflower planting and associated 

conservation work has been put on hold.  However, I would like to thank 

Stewart Farmer (pictured) who recently joined our small group for his hard 

work and commitment to nature.  Also thanks to 

Aldred Wright for his welcome help with swathe 

cutting during 2019, Chris Burnside for his donation of 

logs for the bug and lizard habitats, Mary Smith for her 

ongoing support, encouragement and associated work 

and Andrew Hutchinson the Public Rights of Way Manager at Kent 

County Council for his continuing support to this project.  

Pearl Thorne 
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Village Life in Extraordinary Times 
 
Queues, empty shelves and even violence, the Corona Virus situation 
plunged the nation’s food shops into extraordinary circumstances.  
Chris Green has been the owner-operator at the Co-op Welcome in Ash 
for 27 years. 
Here he explains a little of what it’s been like. 
 
Things started to change when we started getting the reports on the TV 
about the spread of the virus. 
There were problems with the stock – we were getting less fulfilment of 
our orders – things we needed just weren’t coming through. 
Then there was that one week – when it was announced ‘we will go into 
lockdown’ – everyone ran to the shops and bought toilet rolls! It was panic 
buying all round – it was like Christmas week.      
For a couple of days there was just panic, a ‘must have, must have’ then 
after that people were resigned to it, there being no plain flour, no toilet 
rolls on the shelf. It just became normal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
I’ve been working double hours each week. So has my daughter, Jen. 
She’s been coming to pick me up at 5.10 every morning. We’ve really 
been putting in the hours.  
The staff have been extremely helpful. Deliveries have been quite erratic 
– the warehouses have lost pickers and drivers to isolation. Usually our 
delivery is at 7am and everyone’s here – we’re all on it. But now we don’t 
know when they are coming so very kindly the girls have been going 
home early and then coming back. Everyone has been very flexible. 
It’s been very strange. I feel like I’ve just been hanging on to the tiger’s 
tail, just going with it and seeing how far it goes. 
I feel like we were in a bit of a bubble here. The Co-op delivery drivers 
deliver all over the place, in London, all around, and they are telling us it 
is like a warzone – people in chemical suits, face masks. 
The customers have been very good. I’ve got thank you cards and letters 
thanking us for what we’re doing. Customer have brought in chocolates, 
biscuits and sweets and said ‘give these to the girls’. People have brought 
in rubber glove and hand santiser to keep the staff safe.         
So far we’ve been lucky. We’re all safe and well. There are some shops 
up in London where they have 13 staff and only four are left standing. 
I hope that we continue in our bubble. This is a good village to work in.                    
 
 
The Quested family have farmed in the parish and beyond for four 
generations working originally from Chequer Court and now from Knell 
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Perhaps you sometimes see a marked-up motorbike going through the 
village being ridden by a biker in a high vis jacket with ‘Blood’ on the back 
and wondered what it meant.  
If you have it was probably Chris Taylor who has lived with his family in 
Ash for over 20 years. Chris is a member of a charity called SERV, which 
is short for Service by Emergency Response Volunteers. This charity, 
solely run by volunteers, provides emergency courier services 
transporting blood products, test samples and breast milk from 7pm-6am 
during the week plus 24 hour cover at weekends and bank holidays to 
hospitals and hospices in Kent. They also maintain the blood supply for 
the Kent, Surrey and Sussex Air Ambulances enabling them to carry 
blood on board. This has resulted in the lives of patients being saved who 
otherwise might have not survived. 
SERV volunteers provide their services free of charge, using their own 
vehicles and pay for their own fuel. Without SERV out-of-hours deliveries 
would have to be made by taxi or courier at substantial cost to the NHS or 

Farm. 

 

They are one of the local farms to have donated tonnes of produce 
to Canterbury-based charity, Catching Lives, helping to provide meals for 
the homeless and needy during the pandemic. 
Harry gives a perspective on farming in these times. 
 
It was one of our neighbours, who is involved in the charity, asked if we 
could help. We said yes. That’s it really. It’s nice to be able to do 
something. You can’t always, but it’s nice when you can. 
This situation is really quite surreal. Odd. Some things have just stood 
still, but for us, and I suppose a lot of essential workers, our lives are the 
same. 
Things are still growing. Crops still grow. The sun still comes up and the 
seasons still change. We still plough the fields and scatter. 
We have a core team of family and full-time staff who work on the farm 
but so many other farms are really reliant on casual and foreign labour 
that could be proving difficult to obtain in these times.  
We grow potatoes and now some chip shops have closed. Demand has 
slowed and prices have followed. That’s hit us financially. 
I was out at one of the fields in Minster on a Thursday evening when 
everyone was out clapping and that really struck me. Perhaps people 
have a better appreciation of what’s important now. It’s back to basics. 
People’s moral compass is going back the right way. Are you fit? Are you 
healthy? It doesn’t matter if you’ve got a shiny laptop. It’s food in your 
belly that counts. 
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by police or ambulance using a valuable resource which could be used 
elsewhere.  
Chris has been a SERV member for 6 years and in that time has been 
called out 650 times - in fact SERV were called out 4000 times in 2019. 
He now rides a marked-up bike owned by the charity. The charity has a 
number of liveried cars and bikes which are used for standard call outs 
but are primarily 1st in line for high priority call outs. All charity vehicles 
are ridden by volunteers who have advanced rider/driver training.  
During the Corona Virus pandemic SERV decided to offer their services 
to the NHS 24/7 and as such their call outs have changed dramatically. 
Although there has been a reduction in the need for blood deliveries due 
to the scaling back of non-urgent operations and fewer accidents due to 
lockdown, they are being used to deliver medication to transplant patients 
at home and collect samples from home dialysis patients. This means that 
thanks to SERV those with severely compromised immune systems do 
not have to go to hospital. There has also been a dramatic increase in the 
number of samples they are taking for testing (including for Corona Virus) 
to microbiology departments. 
SERV is responsible for raising its own funds and can be seen at charity 
events, supermarket bucket rattles and giving talks to local organisations 
who kindly donate as part of their charitable giving, all of which are 
obviously on hold. Funds raised go towards the cost of personal 
protective equipment, insulated boxes to transport blood and breast milk 
for neonatal wards plus insurance and servicing of liveried vehicles. 
If you would like to know more please visit their website 
www.servkent.co.uk and when you next see Chris as he goes through the 
village, remember to give him a wave! 

 
Corona Virus Services 
 
At Juliet’s farm shop, the family closed first their popular café and then 
shut the shop to the public. They continue to supply fruit, veg and other 
essentials through a telephone order service and offer delivery for those 
not able to collect from their goods from the shop foyer. 
Call 01304 814 214 or 07752 943432. 
 
Molland House B&B will take orders for food and other household items 

over the ‘phone and drop at the door. Call 01304 814210. 

If your business is providing services to the community in this time, 

please do let us know. Contact details on page 3. 

http://www.servkent.co.uk/
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A Little Bit of Physics 
 
Blue skies and rainbows 
 
My heart leaps up when I behold a rainbow in the sky - William 
Wordsworth 
 
During this current crisis signs of hope in the form of pictures of rainbows 
are appearing in the windows of houses, shops and on the television. 
They are all demonstrating that the public are supporting our NHS, care 
workers, shop workers, delivery drivers, teachers, ambulance crews, 
police and many more key workers, as we come together in this time of 
crisis. 
At my first tutorial, when I had just begun my physics degree at Bristol 
University, I was tasked with writing an essay on rainbows - little did I 
know then the complexity of their formation, and I am still learning! 
I thought I might share with you the basic ideas around the formation of 
rainbows, and what you can see if you look carefully.  
Of course, they are formed when the sun is out and there is rain in the 
sky. But where do the colours come from?  
The light from the sun is essentially white and reaches us as light rays. 
These rays have wave-like properties, just as waves on the sea - ripples 
have a short wavelength (i.e. the distance between the tops of the ripples 
is short) and there are waves with longer wavelengths (best for surfing). 
It turns out that light from the sun is composed of a large number of 
wavelengths - blue light has a short wavelength (like ripples) and red light 
much longer wavelength. When they combine they form the white light we 
see. 
During the day the sky appears blue because the short wavelength of the 
blue light is scattered by the atmosphere and so ‘lights’ the sky, whereas 
the longer wavelengths (e.g. red) are able to penetrate not scattered, and 
thereby not visible. As the sun sets the light rays have to travel through 
more of the atmosphere and even the red rays are scattered to dominate 
the scene, and hence a red sunset is formed - the blue light can be seen 
higher in the atmosphere, as it is the first to be scattered and unable to 
reach the earth’s surface.   
So what about rainbows?  
When there is rain and the sun is visible, then rainbows can be formed. 
The rain drops split the white light from the sun (a process called 
refraction and dispersion) into its constituent colours - each colour 
experiences a different amount of refraction, blue the most (short 
wavelength) and red the least, hence the individual colours in a rainbow 
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(ROYGBIV -- red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet) . Some 
people remember this sequence from: Richard of York gave battle in vain! 
The rays are then reflected from the back surface of the water droplets 
and reach our eyes to form a bow.  
On some days a secondary bow can be seen outside the first and higher 
in the sky - in this rainbow the colours are reversed . 
If you look carefully you can see that the sky inside the primary rainbow is 
brighter and between the primary and secondary darker - here is where 
the explanation becomes more complex - we need a visit to the Chequer 
Inn to explain that! 

 
The picture was taken some years ago by my wife, Margaret, when we 
were on holiday in Cornwall; it was taken with her birthday present - a 
new digital camera. 
 

I set my bow in the clouds to serve as a sign of the covenant between me 

and the earth. Genesis 9 verse 13. 

Bill Vennart 
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Food Stories 
 
Some keen gardeners reading this, may already have courgettes growing 
in their greenhouses or veg plots – if not, do try to get a plant or two, 
because nothing beats your own garden produce straight from the plant 
and into the pan – but be warned they need water every day if they’re to 
crop well. 
I first came across courgettes in 1958 when on a camping holiday with my 
parents in France; we were driving through the Camargue region, when 
we stopped for lunch at what looked like a transport caff – because the 
large car park was full of lorries, and my mother objected to going in for 
that reason. Fortunately, my father completely ignored her, and we joined 
the lorry drivers for a very good meal at tables in the sunshine under a 
vine-shaded terrace, complete with red gingham tablecloths.  
I don’t remember the rest of the meal, but I do remember the courgettes – 
they were very small and had been gently cooked in butter – absolutely 
delicious and we were puzzled as to what they were. My father enquired 
in his best schoolboy French of the chef/patron as to the name of this 
tasty vegetable and was told – zucchini – which at the time meant zilch to 
us; and it was to be quite a few years before seed and plants were 
available in the UK. 
To eat them fried slowly in butter, cut them small at about 6-7 inches, 
wash and slice lengthways into strips; turn several times in the butter, 
then serve straight from the pan!  
The following recipe is, with the availability of Spanish produce year 
round, a firm favourite here to eat with grilled or barbecued meat, or 
simply as a supper dish on its own.  
And if you are lucky enough to get a glut of courgettes – make soup and 
put it in the freezer for the winter months – see second recipe.  
 
Courgettes au gratin 

A filling meal for two or additional vegetable dish for four; good with grilled 

meat. 

450g/1lb courgettes 
50g/2oz butter 
2 eggs beaten 
100g/4oz strong flavoured cheese ie Cheddar 
100g/4oz DRY long grained rice (cook as directed on the packet, then 
strain through sieve before mixing with rest of ingredients) 
Grated nutmeg – generous amount 
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2 slices de-crusted bread for crumbs 
 

Wash, top ‘n’ tail courgettes and slice into rings.  
Boil in salted water for 5 min. then strain, mash lightly to remove excess 
water.  
Mix with all other ingredients EXCEPT breadcrumbs. 
Place in a greased oven-proof gratin dish and sprinkle with crumbs. 
Bake at Reg 6/200C for 25/30 min. until top nicely browned. 
 

Courgette soup (vegetarian recipe) 

1.5lbs courgettes 
2oz onions 
Olive oil or 2oz veg. marg. 
Salt and pepper 
1.5 pints vegetable stock 
2 eggs 
3 tbsp grated Parmesan cheese 
2 tbsp chopped fresh basil or parsley 
 
Wash and dry courgettes, slice very thinly also onions. 
Melt fat and cook onions for 5 minutes. 
Add courgettes and cook for 5 minutes, stirring often so they don’t colour. 
Add hot stock and bring to boil; simmer for 20 minutes. 
Allow to cool and put through blender in batches. 
At this stage it’s possible to freeze the soup if you wish. 
Just before serving, bring soup to the boil. 
Put eggs, cheese and herbs in the bottom of a warmed tureen and 
season. 
Wisk and slowly pour on boiling soup, whisking all the time. 
 
I use Marigold powdered boullion for the stock and don’t normally add the 
eggs, cheese and herbs and it tastes excellent. However addition of the  
extra goodies makes it taste really special.  
 

Jean Ryan 

 
Do you have a favourite recipe with a story behind it that you would 
like to share? We would love to receive your food stories and 
recipes. For details of how to submit articles and comments, see 
page 2. 
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The Dame’s Lame Jokes 
 

If you thought self-isolation couldn't get any worse, here are some jokes 
from Ash’s very own Panto Dame, Amanda Hugme… 
 

Q - What did the pirate say 
when he turned 80? 
A - Aye matey! 
 
I was wondering why the ball 
was getting bigger.  Then it 
hit me. 
 
Q - What do you call a bee 
that can't make up its mind? 
A - A maybe 
 
I went to buy a camouflage 
dress the other day, but I 
couldn't find one.  
 
Q - Which country's capital 
has the fastest growing 
population? 
A - Ireland.  Every day it's 
Dublin. 

 
I wasn't originally going to get a brain transplant, but then I changed my 
mind. 
 
Q - What did one flag say to another? 
A - Nothing, it just waved. 
 
I love Moroccan food.  It's so Moorish. 
 
Q - What do you call a man with a seagull on his head? 
A - Cliff 
 
Will glass coffins be a success?  Remains to be seen. 
 
Q - Why no German sausage jokes so far? 
A - Because they're just the wurst. 
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I'm a big fan of whiteboards.  I find them quite remarkable. 
 
Q - What do you call a man taped to a duck's face? 
A - Bill 
 
And finally…. 

Did you know that Charles Dickens’ novel “A Tale of Two Cities” was first 
serialised in two south Midlands newspapers?  It was the Bicester Times 
and it was the Worcester Times. 
 
With thanks to Simon Kirchin and apologies to all. 

 
Ash Window Art 
 
While we may not be able to enjoy the annual village art exhibition, we 
can still celebrate the wonderful array of flowers, rainbows and more 
which have sprung up in windows around the parish. Share your 
creations and find inspiration at the Ash Window Art Group on Facebook. 
Each week there is a 
different theme and the 
group choose a winner 
for their page cover 
photo every Monday. 
The group is also 
producing works of art 
to cheer up the 
residents of High View 
Oast and Oakfield 
House care homes. 
They are aiming for 38 
images and have 
appealed for people of 
all ages to donate their 
pictures and drawings on a piece, or pieces, of A4 paper. 
If you would like to, include your name, age and a message in large font 
on the back of the picture. 
The images will be laminated for each care home. 
Post contributions through the letterbox of the Little Studio on the Street, 
38 The Street, Ash. 
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Stories from the Archives (3) 
 
The most prominent structure in Ash, dominating the village itself and 
visible from almost anywhere in the entire 7,000 acres of our enormous 
parish, is - of course! -  the ancient church of St Nicholas.  It's a familiar 
sight to everyone, just as it was to our predecessors of the last eight 
centuries.  And yet, because of this familiarity, it is perfectly possible to 
take its appearance for granted and, perhaps, overlook many of the 
fascinating but less obvious features which meet the eye when we peer a 
little more closely. 
Wandering around the back (the south side) provides a spectacular view 
of the building from the churchyard, and standing a little closer to the 
south transept (the part which juts out southwards from the base of the 
tower) offers some tantalising puzzles for the discerning observer. Many a 
keen eye has noticed, up among the stone, flint and mortar of the 
transept's three walls and two buttresses, a collection of names and dates 
cut into the fabric, dotted randomly about the structure and requiring us to 
raise our heads to spot them.  Once we see one, we look for another and 
soon they seem to appear everywhere!    
The names are all different but the date in each case is the same - 
1675.  What's this all about?  A date on an old building usually signifies 
the year of its construction but we already know the church is, of course, 
many centuries older than that.  Was the south transept itself added in 
1675, then?  If so, did it replace an earlier one from medieval times, or 
was it new?  There have certainly been major changes to the south side 
of the church at some date between the 13th and 18th centuries, as the 
blocked up arches along the south wall of the nave indicate a lost south 
aisle at some time. Historians have disagreed on the time of its 

disappearance – J.R. 
Planche suggested it 
was before the tower 
was added in c1500 but 
Sir Reginald Tower 
preferred a date 
coinciding with the 
erection of the new 
transept, being partly 
persuaded by those 
names and the year 
1675.  
What really went on 
here in 1675?  Was it 
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just a smartening up of a dilapidated transept?  Or was the old one 
demolished and replaced by a new one? If so, was this also the occasion 
of the demolition of the south aisle and blocking of the arcade, while 
inserting new windows?  Possibly - but why, then, do we see no names or 
"1675" carved on the exterior of the "new" south wall?  These names 
really are fascinating. Have a look!  On the south-west buttress you'll find 
John Fidge and on the other one, Henry Proud. Looking upwards on the 
south-facing wall you should be able to spot George Joye - then, rather 
grandly, "John Saffery of Chequer, churchwarden."  And also 
Stephen.  But Stephen who?  Pop round to your left and up on the west 
wall you might just pick out GLB and CF (or GF?).   Round the corner on 
the east side, search for Thomas Sayer and John Brice.  You'll find them 
all if you're patient, including William Wateridge.  In the 1860s, Planche 
could also make out James Kingsland, but I can't.  Has he worn away?  
Apart from John Saffery, who were they?  The great and the good of 
Ash?  Members of the congregation?  Builders, carpenters, artisans and 
tradesmen? Or even labourers?  Are there any surviving archives which 
just might provide a clue, three and a half centuries later? The church 
kept voluminous records at the time and the most productive scribblers 
were those keeping an eye on the money, because their role was central 
to local government in the 17th century - the churchwardens and the 
overseer of the parish's poor. Both collected an annual levy from the 
inhabitants of Ash and both recorded every penny they spent. Their 
notes, as well as those of the vestry meetings (we call it the PCC today!) 
do indeed survive and are remarkably rich in detail.  Church services 
were not curtailed during the alterations, so we can be sure that a 
rudimentary partition filling the great hole - or holes - in the south wall was 
in place during 1675.  And outside this screen was a building site where 
the transept was to be constructed – and perhaps the site did, indeed, 
extend along the south wall of the nave? Well, the archives certainly do 
tell us that, outside the hours of divine service, there must have been a 
busy, noisy racket going on!  
Nowhere in these parish records do we read: "Ye parson has decided to 
rebuild ye south transept this year."  Nor: "Gadzooks!  Verily are we 
pleased with ye handsome nave wall."  No, that would make it too 
easy!  (And they never, ever said "Ye" anyway but that's another story). 
Let's look at the payments made by the churchwarden, who settled the 
bills for all the sundry, day-to-day minor repairs always needed in such a 
large, stone building.  Local carpenters, masons, plumbers, glaziers, 
roofers and labourers did regular repairs, some quite small, whenever 
required and their bills are routinely found in the accounts - and that's 
exactly what we find at St Nicholas in 1672, 1673 and 1674.  
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And then, in 1675, that building site simply comes alive! This year, it’s not 
merely a little fix here or a bodge there. There's fetching, carrying, storing, 
loading, pulling, banging, clattering, sawing, hammering, soldering and 
glazing – and paying!  Churchwarden John Saffery's detailed jottings 
transport us back to 1675 as if we were there, in person, to witness it all 
ourselves.  Here are 21 alder poles needed for the scaffolding, 
accompanied by a dozen loads of lime. Just over there are 50 wooden 
boards and a pile of sand which took half a day to arrive from Mr Debock 
at Sandwich.  Working busily now are carpenters, masons and labourers, 
and a glazier stands ready.  All will want paying, and indeed they are, as 
well as being plied copiously with beer - gallons of it, at a time when beer 
was food for the working man. Old timber was carried out, new timber in. 
Michael Woods was paid for making the mason's spikes, John Brett for a 
good deal of carpentry - and more beer.  "Ropes for the scaffold" were 
purchased from Thomas Kidwick, a firkin was sliced up to make pales - 
clever! - and a ladder was hired.  So the scaffolding must be up - and 
clearly we are seeing buckets on a pulley being set up.  Saffery "paid 
John Friend the tile man for one load of plain tiles and three ridge 
tiles."  More and more lime arrived, over 18 loads alone from Daniel 
Bridge, who charged over £5 for these supplies, and the lime mortar was, 
of course, always mixed with hair, so Valentine Dilnott brought the 

masons six tons of it - more than 
£10 worth, and Bill Landy then 
brought another consignment.  And 
what about more bread and beer 
for the workers? Yes, plenty of it.   
Supplies came from all over and 
carriers from distant parts were put 
up, fed with meat and beer and 
their horses stabled. Expensive 
business, building a transept!  It 
seems the work never stopped. Up 
and down went the buckets on that 
rope, to and fro came the 
tradesmen, bang went the 
hammers, and in came the 
bills.  Bricks, lime, sand, timber, 
nails (what are "hatt nails"?) spikes, 
ropes, tiles, new glass - all kept 
coming in, and the masons, 
carpenters and labourers still 
wanted their beer, and so did 
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Bartholomew Sanders the glazier when he turned up with all his 
glass.  We must presume John Brice was the blacksmith, having supplied 
five pick mattocks, all sharpened and steeled, and making and mending 
window bars, an iron crow, "holdfasts," nails and spikes.    
Where were all these supplies piled up? On top of the adjacent 
graves?  Probably, as there were no stone memorials to worry about in 
those days, but when it was all over John Leggatt claimed payment for 
"damage done to his pasture", so we may assume a nearby meadow was 
also pressed into use.  Once the walls were completed, Richard Fidge 
climbed up there and skilfully nailed 650 tiles onto the pitched 
roof.  Sanders was certainly expensive, but who else had the skill to 
dismantle the old window, set up the new one, adding "two new lights of 
new glass, then soldering the lead in full?"  Other busy tradesmen and 
labourers included Thomas Bax the parish constable, Steven Hewland, 
Richard Fidge the mason and his son, William Wateridge, John Moyne 
and "the boys", Thomas Sayer, John Branford, Thomas Lacie, John (or 
Joseph) Fidge, a chap called Fennell, the "Faireman boy" and other 
unnamed labourers.  That's a lot of beer!  Has anyone checked that the 
walls are straight? 
Then, in 1676, all settles down again. Peace, quiet and a lot less beer to 
buy. Nowhere in their notes had the churchwardens mentioned the south 
transept.  Not once. But the sheer number of clues squeezed into a 
cramped page or so of 17th century parchment not only reveals to us 
what was actually going on round the back of the church that year, but 
brings vividly to life the whole busy scene as if we were there.  Not only 
that, but we see in these scribbled accounts - for that is all they are - the 
involvement of some of those who left their names up there for posterity 
all those years ago. So - was it just the transept, or was the whole south 
wall re-ordered in that year as well?  Who knows?  But it certainly was an 
awful lot of lime, sand, boards, tiles, ropes, timber, men ... and beer! 
Next time you wander around there, glance up once more at those 
ancient names and quietly picture for yourself the hive of activity on that 
very spot, in the year of our Lord 1675.  
 
The records which comprise the enormous "parish collection" of St 
Nicholas, Ash are deposited at Canterbury Cathedral Archives, where the 
public reading room is open on Tues, Wed and Thurs and some 
Saturdays. For full details, see canterbury-cathedal.org/heritage/archives-
library/ or phone 01227 865330 when the coronavirus restrictions are 
lifted. 
 

Peter Ewart 
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Garden Jottings for May 
 
In these worrying times we are lucky here in Ash to have countryside 
nearby and our gardens to breathe the clean air and appreciate the many 
songbirds, bees and butterflies around this year. People here can access 
somewhere to take exercise in the open, but now to look to the garden. 
I am having great difficulty in my greenhouse as geranium propagating 
has been very successful with red pink and variegated cuttings and plants 
all growing well. Plug plants of bedding Begonias and Busy Lizzies and 
seedlings are filling all available space. I haven’t been able to obtain any 
tomato plants or green vegetable seedlings. However, my home-grown 
tomato seedlings are like a watched kettle and take ages to come to a 
decent size and be viable! I have however got rows of carrots and early 
Charlotte potatoes which are now being “earthed up” (covering the 
emerging leaves to prevent frost scorch by pulling soil from each side of 
the row into a ridge over the leaves). New seedling plants of Little Gem 
lectures, which variety I have had growing outside to eat through the 
winter, are coming along to be planted outside. I only grow a few at a time 
for succession otherwise they will “bolt” before you can eat them! 
Runner beans should be ready to plant out soon, either use strong sticks 
in an A-shaped double row or in a wigwam shape with canes pushed into 
round plastic holders at the top of if space is at a premium. French Dwarf 
beans should already be in situ and ready to eat before the Runner beans 
crop. 
Although I had been careful to leave spent flower heads on late 
Hydrangeas the new leaves on several have been quite frost damaged 
but I am  hopeful that the flower buds are not formed enough to be 
spoiled. 

Hopefully, this month – May – we can 
begin to plant out Penstemon 
cuttings, Antirrhinum, Sweet William 
and Dianthus plants grown from seed 
last year.  
Any plants to be moved or planted 
should be thoroughly watered before 
planting, water the planting hole well 
and re-water again in the evening. 
Sun and strong North Easterly winds, 
as we have had this year, are very 
drying to the garden so remember to 
water really well only two or three 
times a week as a good soak is more 
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beneficial than a sprinkle daily. Hope for some showery weather or 
previous watering if you want to plant annual seeds in the border. It is 
useful, if you have space, to grow some flowers such as Conrnflowers, 
Clarkia, Cosmos and Godetia in rows for picking for the house. 
Begin to leave doors open on greenhouses and on mini plastic 
greenhouses, they are so useful in a small garden, and hold a lot of 
plants. Fleece is invaluable to cover plants at night in low temperatures, 
which are waiting outside to be planted. 
Keep an eye on Hostas for slugs and snails. Mulch pots with grit or gravel 
to deter these pests. 
Dead head Pansies and Primulas and if pots are needed for summer 
display Primulas can be put in a shady corner to grow on for next year. 
Pansies can be used in borders or rockeries around the garden. 
Wallflowers which, along with most flowering trees and plants, have 
bloomed so well this spring, will soon be replaced by summer planting. I 
will miss their heavenly perfume in the evening. Take time to enjoy your 
garden in the evening and keep an eye out for pests as you go round. 
Roses should be sprayed for black spot and aphid attack but ever do it in 
the sunshine. Two early climbing roses, Single Canary Bird and 
Floribunda Banksiae Lutea both with pale creamy yellow blossoms are 
looking beautiful with pale lilac Cematis Montana at the moment. Both 
roses do not mind being on a North-facing wall and so are useful to 
brighten up these areas. Pots with daffodils should be given a feed 
(Growmore is useful for all of the garden to encourage strong growth. 
Water granules into the soil and fork over if no rain is expected.) Leave 
the top growth to die down, removing seed heads, then dig up and dry 
bulbs to store for next year. If containers are needed before this has 
happened, make a trench in some spare ground and plant the daffodils to 
die down in the ground as this helps to swell the bulbs for next year. Don’t 
forget to harvest them and dry as before. 
We used to say “wait until Chelsea Flower Show comes round to plant 
tender crops” but in this time of lockdown this is not happening this year. 
So just watch the weather forecast for frost warnings which can still occur 
in May! Now though all the days seem to merge as we are all home all the 
time. However, the wonderful weather has meant we can appreciate 
sitting in the garden and having the time to keep on top of weeding and 
securely staking herbaceous plants such as Delphiniums. Any spent 
plants, flowers, kitchen waste and weeds should go into the compost, but 
never nettles, couch grass or docks. Bin or burn these. 
Keep feeding birds as they are working hard with young fledglings to 
nurture and make sure to make some water available to them. 

Christine Brown 
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May Reflections 
 
Despite all we are battling with at present, welcome to May, the start of 
the long growing season: Beltane, the Gaelic May day festival that 
together with Imbole, Lughnasadh and Samhain marked out the seasons. 
It was a fire festival to mark the start of summer; cattle may have been 
driven out to their summer pastures between two fires, said to protect 
them from disease. This month Almanac has the story of Jack-in-the-
Green; a huge figure made of foliage with a crown of flowers to represent 
the spirit of summer, woken from sleep. It was danced through the streets 
of London in the 17th century, though its origins go way back to Celtic 
times; the Green Man and folk songs like John Barleycorn, where the 
central character is slain to make the ground fruitful. 
Lia Leendertz ( the Almanac) suggests that by the late 18th century, these 
‘working class’ festivals which inevitably included drink, dancing and 
music and collecting pennies door to door “clashed with Victorian 
sensibilities. It eventually died out in favour of more genteel May Day 
traditions.” Much like the Mummers at Christmas.  
At my primary school in the 50s, we had classes to learn Maypole and 
other country dances, (again the origins not as innocent as they seemed 
to us!) a May Fayre would be held on the school field with parents invited 
to afternoon tea while we showed off our skills. There were even inter 
school folk and maypole dancing competitions, all of which I thoroughly 
enjoyed! The school is still there though I expect the new ‘traditions’ are 
quite different, it had a wonderful address ‘Vine Road, Worlds End Lane, 
Green St Green’, near Orpington. In the 1970s, the Labour Government 
introduced the May Day Bank Holiday as a workers day off, though this 
year it has been changed to 8th, to coincide with a tribute to VE Day. What 
a shame that the festivities will not be able to go ahead, though I guess 
we might see the Red Arrows displaying even if only on the TV. But, it is 
good to remember the good times of the past, personal and as 
communities; I wonder how our primary children today will remember this 
year…some very mixed memories I expect, just like the wartime 
generation. 
However, since the 70s, there has been much interest in reviving folk type 
festivals, for example The Sweeps festival in Rochester, that includes 
Jack-in-the-Green, ‘mummers’, Morris and other dancing, music and the 
other bawdier elements the Victorians abhorred! Long may they last, 
though not, alas this May. One thing that cannot be cancelled this month 
is the earth passing through the trail of Halley’s comet between 6th and 
7th; fast streaking meteors from the debris caught up in the Comet’s wake 
should be seen, especially as there will be a crescent moon at this time, 
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so the sky should be dark just before dawn. This last happened in 1986, 
the comet comes round every 74-70 years, with the next time due in 
2061. This makes it the only comet visible to the naked eye that might be 
spotted twice in one lifetime; so get up early on the 7th! 
If you get the chance do try this year’s Cornish Yarg, a hard but crumbly 
cheese made from cow’s milk at the Lynber Dairy, near Truro. (I have 
bought it in the past at Gibson’s Farm shop)  
This time of year it is wrapped in wild garlic  (Ransomes) leaves, they are 
out locally from the end of March in many of our woodland areas.  
They also use nettles as a wrap; both plants give the cheeses a gentle 
but unique flavor, I usually bring some back from Cornwall on an annual 
visit – not of course, this year- to visit an old friend. It’s really lovely! 
A brief May poem from my old nursery book: 
 
 A swarm of bees in May 
 Is worth a load of hay: 
 A swarm of bees in June 
 Is worth a silver spoon; 
 A swarm of bees in July 
 Is not worth a fly. 
 
I’m guessing that with such a wet start to the spring they may be a little 
later this year.  
May is one of the busiest times in the hive; Hawthorn, Horse chestnut and 
fruit trees blooming, many more varieties of flower and rapeseed flowers 
too, though that seems to be out very early around us at the beginning of 
April.  
This is the month that bee-keepers begin to add Honey Supers onto a 
healthy hive with a Queen excluder that prevents the Queen from laying 
in the new area. 
So, Spring honey may be gathered from the end of May or during June 
depending on the size of the colony and their stores.  
If any village bee-keepers would like to offer any tips or share 
experiences as a local hive owner, I’m sure a lot of folk would be 
fascinated.  
Swallows and House Martins may be nesting by the time this goes out, 
but Swifts are often the last to arrive and the first to leave after raising 
their brood; their screeching is a wonderful summer sound!  
This leads nicely into my choice of cover bird; Turtle Doves. The Readers 
Digest field guide says,  
“One of the most endearing bird calls of high summer is the musical, 
throbbing, purring coo of the Turtle Dove – pooorrr-pooorrr-pooorrr, the 
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syllables repeated in continuous groups of 3 to 5. It is a lazy soporific 
sound, appropriate to the hot hazy days on which is so frequently heard.”  
I agree with all of that except the end, as these delightful birds have 
become increasingly rare since the 1980s. Some of you may know of the 
small woodland that was preserved from development, not far from The 
Black Pig, by the local community buying it as Turtle doves breed there 
every year.  
I have only, in recent times, seen them in the wild once, when I was 
briefly living on the outskirts of Elvington, when a pair joined the other 
birds at my feeding station in the front garden. 
I heard them, a number of times, when walking along the Roman way 
bridle way from Elvington towards Eastry.  
A much gentler, shyer bird than the other doves and pigeons we know so 
well. The purring sound, usually from deep in a hedge or thicket is the 
origin of their name; Turrturr originally by the Romans, now corrupted to 
Turtle.  
Collared Doves, with their little black neck markings and soft Coo-cooo-
coo, Rock and Stock Dove which have become the feral urban pigeon, 
such as in Trafalgar Square, and the much larger Wood pigeon, disliked 
by farmers as the huge flocks we see everyday flying around the field of 
Ash, (and everywhere else!) can do an enormous amount of damage; not 
just to the grain crops, but potatoes, beans, peas and greens.  
Their song is a five sequence of Coo, with the emphasis on the second 
beat. 
All these types lay 2 pale eggs per brood, most nest quite high in twiggy 
untidy nests, whereas the Turtle Doves nest lower down, as said, in 
dense hedges, their nest is a flimsy flat platform of twigs and roots.  
In all these species the young or squabs, are fed by both parents with 
‘pigeon’s milk’ ; “a soft cheesy substance derived from the crop lining 
which the young take from the adult’s throat.”  
Turtle Doves arrive from in end of April and into May, from sub-tropical 
Africa and leave from August through to the end of September, when 
some pairs will have managed to rear two broods.  
The other resident species have a much longer breeding season and will 
raise at least two per year.  
These pretty, shy birds, whose beautiful black and tawny feathers make 
them very difficult to spot on fields or in dappled light, are only 26-28cms 
long smaller than the collard Doves(31-33cms) and dwarfed by the Wood 
Pigeon (40-42).  
Though naturally cautious, they may join free ranging poultry if grain is put 
out, or even a garden feeder near their breeding area.  
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I know this is becoming a long piece, but I’d like to finish with an extract 
from conservation notes from the RSPB Handbook of British Birds 2006 

edition:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“The population in Britain fell by 77% between 1970 and 1978, the reason 
is not clear: Large numbers are still shot around the Mediterranean while 
on migration;  
“Drought in Africa through climate change; agricultural changes in Britain 
that have affected other species may be affecting them too. Research 
indicates that more young are being raised while annual survival has 
fallen.  
“Their presence in Britain is now restricted to Southern and Easter 
England. To help safeguard this species it will be necessary to encourage 
conservation and planting of suitable hedges in Europe, the conservation 
of Acacia forests in Africa and a cessation of hunting at migration times.”   
I feel that some of these measures are slowly being put into practice with 
stricter rules being put imposed on hunting.  
So, this summer listen out for a ‘purring’ hedge and hope to catch a 
glimpse of these beautiful summer visitors.  
But, remember the Government guidelines about exercise, travelling to 
bird watch does not count!  
Maybe, one of the positives to come out of this difficult situation we find 
the world in, from the fear and isolation we are all coping with now, is that 
nature will have a more bountiful year and as has already been 
demonstrated, the atmosphere is already improving as we are forced to 
reduce the pollution around the world. 
I do hope that we can all learn from this sometimes, awful experience and 
continue to support this wonderful planet and its wildlife.  
Stay safe and well!  

Pat Coles 
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The Final Word(s) 
 
Corona Virus Rhymes 

 

- And loo-roll and Marmalade too. 
Tuesday saw the last of the cat food, 
Yet, somehow, you know, we made do. 
 
But today was a total disaster, 
There was weeping and tearing of hair- 
And shouting and cursing and praying! 
As you see, we were close to despair. 
 
I was told that this shouldn’t happen: 
“Have faith, despair is a sin!” 
It’s all very well for the vicar, 
But today--- we ran out of Gin! 

Paddy O’Halloran 

“Group Chat” (a true story) 
 
Self-Isolation’s not so hard 
When your living at home on your own, 
‘Don’t worry’ the family texted, 
‘We know how to make it such fun! 
You’ll be able to see us together,  
There’s this face-time group option called Zoom!’ 
So that evening the mobile was ringing - 
I answered and there they all were: 
Each pair in their own little screening; 
All talking at once ---a nightmare! 
They could see but, not hear me-‘What’s wrong?’ 
I yelled at the screen loud and long! 
 
At last, my eldest said ‘Mother, 
Your microphone isn’t switched on.’ 

In answer to Barbara Way’s request in last month’s magazine for rhymes 
and ditties: 
 
Hard Times (best read as a Stanley Holloway monologue) 
 
We ran out of Cornflakes on Monday 
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On Settings, I found the right symbol… 
And, at last I could join in the throng! 
Madness and Mayhem abounded, 
Silly games: faces changed---woops that’s wrong! 
 
‘Enough fun’ I said ‘I’m exhausted, 
Too much noise, this multi-effect.’ 
So, I turned off my screen---A Disaster! 
I could still hear them all; what the ‘eck! 
‘Oh Mum,’ they all said in chorus. 
‘It’s a Call; screen on, press reject!’ 
 
Peace…….. 
But, when will the group meet up next? 

PC/ICT dinosaur! 

 
And Something to Share 

 
Smiling Is Infectious  
 
Smiling is infectious, you catch it like the flu,  
When someone smiled at me today, I started smiling too.  
 
I passed around the corner and someone saw my grin.  
When he smiled I realized I'd passed it on to him.  
 
I thought about that smile, then I realized its worth.  
A single smile, just like mine could travel round the earth.  
 
So, if you feel a smile begin, don't leave it undetected.  
Let's start an epidemic quick, and get the world infected! 

Author Unknown  

 
More please! Send your rhymes, riddles and jokes to 
the contact details on page 3. 
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